MOVING COWS
Animal-caused injuries are very common on dairy farms. Understanding animal behavior, proper
animal-handling techniques, and worker positioning can reduce the risk of injury to both worker
and animal. Anticipating how animals may act or react is a critical skillset.
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OBJECTIVE

Prepare dairy workers to effectively move
animals individually or in groups
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. What can you do to safely move and handle cows?
2. Which areas on this farm present the likelihood of being caught
between an animal and a hard structure?
3. When might you need help while working with cows?

TRAINING POINTS

Avoid separating a single animal from the herd.
Instead, move a small group away from the herd and let the unwanted
animals return to the herd
It’s safer and easier to treat an animal surrounded by herd mates

FLIGHT ZONE

Individual cows and groups of cows both have flight zones.
Flight Zone the zone in which cows respond to approaching threats
Once animals are startled, they are significantly harder to control or handle.
Let animals calm down before you move them
Be cautious in areas where you can be caught between an animal and a structure
(e.g. gates).
When moving a group of cows:
Approach calmly and speak softly so animals that can’t see you will hear you
Understand that cows are animals of routine. They do not like to go where they
haven’t been before. In turn, they like to go back to where they came from.
Always anticipate a safe exit strategy when working cows in pens or alleys.
Work in pairs when possible.
Never turn your back on a bull.
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

Stay alert and use caution at all times. Cows are surprisingly strong and fast.
Move and talk calmly around cows — frustration is your enemy.
Be aware of your surroundings and always have an escape route.
Avoid places where you can be crushed between a cow and a hard structure.
Never trust a bull.
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